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Part 1 - The one who seeks
−

Do you see the Citadel? Of course you do. It's so huge, that you can see it from
anywhere in the city, and its top is always concealed by the clouds. Inside there...

The barman didn't want to listen to the rest of the story and continued to dry glasses. He
had heard it many times. In fact, Nick rubbed it with almost every newcomer in the bar.
This time he was telling a tale about the tower in the center of the city to a despondent guy
about twenty years old but with a weathered and tanned face.

Generally speaking, it was pointless to tell even newcomers about the Citadel. Arium –
one of a dozen of large cities left after the Old World – was far from well traveled routes. If
one wanted to go here with a caravan, the fee was incredibly great and travel took several
weeks. If one would try to reach the city on one's own, wild forests and dangerous
wastelands made it almost impossible. Almost... In any case, if someone was able to
reach Arium, that meant a lot of resources and efforts for that person. No casual would
come to this city. And all noncasuals, who were able to come here, obviously knew the
story about the city's “central attraction”, which Nick was telling.
But Nick's point wasn't to familiarize newcomers with the city. Nick was a bookmaker and,
as all bookmakers, wanted to learn about new potential Contestants as much as possible
and as fast as possible. So it was the reaction to the story, that mattered. If the newcomer
would ask about treasures and power and other stuff – that would mean a simpleton, who
knows only the tales which people are told outside Arium. If in response one will bend his
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head and will whisper ominously “So you can wag your tongue, I see. Or do you know
what is REALLY GOING ON there?” — that would open possibility for more serious talk.
Even if the newcomer just tells Nick to get lost – that would mean something as well.
However, Nick finished his speech a minute ago and a guy was just sullenly cracking nuts,
he took with beer. That was unusual, even strange. During many years there were a lot of
guys (and girls) like this one. And all them were hotheads at least to some degree. It didn't
matter, what was their exact aim – to get fame, or riches, or power, or to give everyone
(naive youngsters) long lost humanity welfare – they wanted to do everything now and
here. Not one of them would wait a single minute.
But this one waited. It seemed that he was not interested in the company, or anything else
in the bar, except his beer. Or maybe he was. His eyes ran across the hall from time to
time – like there was something he was looking for. Something so important, that he didn't
even bother to tell Nick to get lost.
As the barman continued to dry glasses, the guy continued to sit, drink and look around.
Nick, who now was made certain that there nothing for him this time, was siting close with
sad face. Some customers came and go. At last the barman figured out where the guy's
eye stops sometimes. And that was troubling.
The very ability to conceal attention was already troubling. The barman could miss the
guy’s point of interest if he hadn't spend years to learn a lot of things about customers at
first sight. And if he wasn't a former Legalist, who was always prepared for shots form
round the corner. Whoever this guy with weathered face was, he knew how to watch
without drawing attention, and the barman could bet, that it wasn't his only skill. But the
worst part was the place he was watching. It was a table in the corner of the room. And at
that table were sitting a few people, who had not a feeble physique and rumors connecting
them with “Ministers of Ancients”
Considering how secretive Ministers were, rumors essentially meant that those people
were Ministers. And not quiet ones. And taking into account the order's reputation... The
former Legalist quickly did the math. The result was settling a score between the order
members and someone who stood in their way once, and managed to stay alive. Actually
there were many stories about lone avengers, who carried some sort of vendetta for their
loved ones, or who themselves were former Ministers, fighting against their exbrothers.
Endings of most of these stories were not very good for those lone avengers. However
this wasn't the barman's concern. What really bothered him was that none of these stories
ended without a big fight. During which some bars or similar establishments were left in
ruins.
Suddenly the entrance door swung open. The barman froze. His emotions about the big
guys in the doorway were mixed. On one hand he was glad – Big Mak, a senior Legalist in
this district, and his two men could be of help. On other hand the barman didn't feel like
one of his few friends in new generation of law enforcement to mess with religious zealots.
He wasn't sure, that adding three strong men into the fight would decrease damage.
Maybe quite the contrary...
The barman looked at the guy. Or rather at a place where the guy was a few seconds ago.
Because now there was no guy there. While the barman was trying to figure out if the guy
could escape though the side door or his disappearance had some mystical nature, Mak
came to the bar counter.
−

Can I have... something stiff. — he said somewhat constrained.

The barman came to his senses, took one of his glasses and got a bottle from a drawer.
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He poured without a hurry, trying not to show his emotions, and only when he finished
took liberty to throw a questioning glance at the Legalist sitting before him. Mak didn't
answer, but took the glass and drank it in one gulp.
−

Seen any new faces here lately? — Mak asked at last.

−

Yes. A guy about twenty. Tanned somewhat.

−

When?

−

Recently. Just before you came in.  replied the barman.

−

So, he left. Alone? Through main entrance?

−

Don't know. I missed the moment.

The barman wasn't technically lying. He just omitted some details. He knew that it was no
coincidence from the start. And with all his heart he wanted the boy to be sent to
appropriate place. But if he told the whole story, Mak would have another occasion to say
that his old friend is not as he used to be. That formerly he could figure out this boy
instantly. And maybe even could get him on his own.
When Mak was already going to leave, the barman called him.
−

So, what has he done?  asked the barman.

−

We can't say for sure, that it was he who…  Mak floundered. The barman cast n
expressive glance at his young successor.

−

Fine. — Mak returned to the chair and bent his head. — He got five people outside
the city. Those freaks, who roam in the forest. Apparently, he was going to the city
on his own, and they were going to take an “entrance fee”. They took a lot, alright.
Now, if he is not far yet, I'll be going.

The barman followed his leaving friend with his eyes, and he wasn't even sure if he
wished him to find the guy or not. After Mak left, the barman returned to his usual
business and just from time to time watched at the room and entrances. He completely
settled down only when the Ministers finished their gettogether and went out. He didn't
see the guy, who was hiding behind halfcollapsed wall, or how he followed them. All that
was not his problem anymore.
***
The sun was setting. Ground floors of dilapidated buildings on both sides of the street
already sank into shadows. So the guy who followed the group of people from the bar
could easily do that without being spotted. The group walked without looking anywhere.
People were just chitchatting, rather loudly by the way. Time and again laughter spread
across the street.
Outsider didn't know the city, but this area clearly was abandoned. In the distance his eye
could embrace there was no living soul except him and his pursued. That was what he
needed. Using all his skills to make no noise he began closing on them. At one moment
he was ten meters behind, a while after there was only a wall between him and the group.
And just after they passed the wall he jumped on them, while they were continuing
chatting and generally looking in another direction. The fight should have been quick.
He didn't see anything wrong until after he jumped. The three men, still laughing after
some anecdote, instantly turned to him. The fourth one jumped back, apparently going to
try attack from behind. Outsider had many years of training and now his mind
automatically began to work in extreme mode. All insignificant details were ignored –
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remains of the laughter which the trio let out, the beginning of a theatrical phrase, like
“Prepare to pay for your sins. And hope that you'll pay only to us.” spoken by the fourth. All
thoughts were concentrated on what's important – one of the three was standing behind
other two – he couldn't engage immediately, the one to the right is a little slower than the
others, the one to the left stumbled upon a brick and didn't take defensive stance in time.
The third became the first target. Outsider dashed towards him, took a little to the left and
at the moment he was passing his opponent he grabbed his arm which was drawn too far
aside. Then he twisted it and used his opponent to slow down and turn other way. Good.
Now three others were in front of him and he got a living shield as a bonus. Realizing that
their trick with a fake chitchat was wasted as the attacker somehow got positional
advantage the Ministers stopped.
However it was just a pause, which lasted no longer than a few seconds. The closest of
the Ministers threw his hands and grabbed his captured brother by the shoulder. Then
pulled him with all his strength. Pain in the twisted hand of the captured Minister made him
pull a face, but he didn't make a sound. Outsider didn't let go, but for a moment he lost his
balance and his “shield” moved off him. Another Minister dashed forward and there was a
metal glimmer of a knife in his hand.
Outsider was somewhat surprised – he was taught that “Minister gives whole self to serve,
but doesn't count on anyone or anything other”. All members of the order he dealt with
were trained to kill with their own hands... without the use of unreliable weapons. But then
again, Teachings of the Ancients had many currents, and the order itself consisted of
various groups, each with its own traditions and principles. Apparently here they used cold
steel. Even such poorly trained like this one. Too bad...
He simply let his captive go. So he flew into the ground with the one who was pulling. The
attacker with the knife looked at them. It was just a split second distraction, but it was
enough. Outsider managed to grab the hand and turn the knife the opposite way. Before
the Minister realized what was going on, the blade stuck into his chest up to the handle.
Without even checking if he got the heart, Outsider detached the weakening hand of the
Minister from the handle and seized the knife himself. It took a little more than a second to
pull a weapon and dismiss the slackening body. Both Ministers – the one who was
captured and one who freed him – were already on their feet and looked at all this with a
shock. Not wasting any time Outsider attacked them.
Both enemies threw themselves sideways. The one, who had his arm grabbed, turned out
at the right side. It was his last mistake – the attacker turned and threw a knife directly at
his throat. The Minister tried to repel it by hand. 
He had a chance to
succeed. But after the
crushing grip 
his hand wasn't at best shape and too slow. And for the looks of it, the
Ancients were not with him this day – the knife stuck directly in the artery.
The Outsider continued to spin and now he was facing the last of the three. The only thing
left was to attack him and break his neck. Or punch pain
into a knot of nerves
. Or kill using
one of his many other ways. The martial skills of these Ministers didn't impress the
Outsider. All he wanted was to finish this. And again his overconfidence turned bad on him
– before he took one step, he got a winder.
He completely forgot about the fourth one. That one, for the looks of it, was the most
skillful and experienced of them all. So the Outsider not only overlooked how he came
close from behind, but even now couldn't tell his exact position. Overcoming the pain the
Outsider jumped forward. The Minister, who was standing in front of him, frozen after
seeing death of his second brother, came to his senses and tried to move away.
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“Nooo”, — the fourth Minister was yelling from behind.
However the fourth misinterpreted the last action of the Outsider. The guy just needed a
breather to regroup. Of course, if an enemy came close to his hand, he would kill him
without a second thought, but he wouldn't recklessly try to put any efforts to it, as this
would risk being taken by other one. Outsider had a purpose. And it was too important to
risk 
losing that purpose
, even in sake of hatred for the Ministers.
Meanwhile young Minister who nearly escaped certain death, underestimated the power
of his dash and fall, rolling on the gravel. However the Outsider saw that only out of a
corner of his eye – all his attention was drawn to the last Minister. He was definitely older
than the other three, and it suggested something.
−

These were your apprentices, weren't they? — asked the Outsider. The older
Minister didn't answer at first, but stopped.

−

Yes. And you have killed two of them. — he said at last. — Who are you? I see that
you were taught in our ways. Were you... one of us?

It took some time to digest that. Well, the Outsider wasn't surprised by the words. He
expected something like “Who are you?”. It is always a good thing to know your enemy
better. And the conversation didn't differ much from the battlefield. It wasn't really hard for
a Minister to recognize ways of one of the order's martial school. 
The Minister's
last
phrase was completely understandable – to turn away from the Ancient Gods, betray
brothers and sisters — it's the worst and most horrifying deed for a Minister of Ancients.
“Was one of us” — one could expect this to be told with hatred or despise. Even with a
pity – Ministers would experience pity to an almost dead man, as only death can cleanse
such treachery. So the most weird thing in what Minister spoke was the intonation of that
last phrase – deep boredom.
−

Why are you killing your brothers? — asked the Minister, who didn't get any answer
to his former questions. And again there was something off with the manner of the
question.

−

I could kill your last apprentice too. And you. — the Outsider made a pause. The
Senior Minister didn't interrupt. — But I need something from you.

Now it was the Minister, who showed a barely seen sign of surprise on his face. The
Outsider on the other hand gave up trying to understand what was wrong here. He
decided to stick with 
his priorities
.
−

Where is my sister? I know, that you took her here. To this city.

After a period of silence the Minister said:


I don't know who your sister is. 
But you should know that Ministers never take
anyone. We don't use force... Not against...

The Minister stumbled a bit. Clearly, talk about nonviolence was not quite convincing in
these circumstances.
−

Well, we are ready to defend ourselves. — the man collected his thoughts at last,
— We can even shed blood. But we never force anyone if this person doesn't
threaten us. Was your sister considered a threat... — and suddenly he apparently
understood. — Or was she one of...

−

Shut up! — the guy started to boil. — I have a bellyful of your tales and lies! You
can't mess my mind like you did with Aya. She believed you. She was ready to do
anything for you. And you used her! Sent her here. For some “great mission”, some
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greater good. And where is she now?!
This time Outsider didn't let his guard down – as his indirect vision caught a movement, he
momentarily jumped. Jumped in the exact direction to find himself just aside the last
apprentice. And before the apprentice was able to turn he was in a deadly clinch. One of
Outsider’s hands was twisting his arm, the other could snap his neck at any moment.
−

So, now you choose: either you tell me about my sister, or I will kill him, and you
afterwards! You, Ministers, so often speak about value of human lives, but in reality
you are always ready to sacrifice them. Especially not your own lives. — this last
sentence was spoken with a jeer. — What will you choose? Testaments from your
books or reality? Do you want to prove, that Wisdom of Ancients, which you praise,
worth something?

−

And what if I can't choose? What if I really don't know anything about your sister?

−

Then you both will die, and I will search for others. Sooner or later I'll find someone
who knows. It's a proven method. After all it brought me here... — the apprentice
tried to break free, but went limp as the Outsider pinched his carotid artery. — Now
I just count to three!

Then a gunshot rang out.
−

Noone moves! — Mak yelled, while approaching with other Legalists along the
street. — One twitch and I'll shoot you dead.

The Senior Minister sighed with relief. Outsider didn't move a bit.
−

No tricks! — The senior Legalist was already close enough to speak almost
normally, — Now, if you can't deflect bullets with bare hands, I advise you to do,
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what I say. First thing – let this one go.
−

And If I won't let him go. I can break his neck any moment.

−

Ah, so he is still alive? — Outsider couldn't believe to hear this from a Legalist, —
Well. If you do that, it would mean one Minister will leave this world. And you will
follow him.

Stricken with such attitude, Outsider stood pondering for some time, but in the end made a
choice. The unconscious Minister fell on the ground and one of Mak's subordinates moved
to check him.
−

Stop! You dumbass, where are you going?! Chain the guy first. — Mak shouted.

−

I better help my apprentice myself. — the senior Minister spoke.

−

Stand still! I said. Noone moves! Now, you kid. Put hands behind your back. And
remember, I have a drop on you.  Mak said.

Indeed, Mak aimed at Outsider right along. Maybe Legalists were not considered the
smartest people, Mak really wasn't the case. And he wasn't a friend of Hound Dave for
nothing. He understood the situation and it was clear that if this outsider was less than in
two meters from him, even a gun wouldn't help. However the distance was much greater
and the guy just wasn't able to reach him before being shot. Apparently the guy also saw
that, so he quietly allowed putting chains on himself.
***
After sunset it grew rather cold. Even indoors it was chilly. So a man who entered the
building didn't take off his jacket and sat at the table in outdoor clothes.
−

What is your name? — addressed the man towards the bars, while laying out
papers on the table.

−

Liam. — he heard after some time.

−

And your family name? — this time there was no answer. — And so what? Ah,
screw you! You will be just Liam. Where were you born?

Tired of waiting for the answer, the official grumbled something and began to fill out the
papers. Meanwhile Liam was sitting on the bunk and pondered. There were quite a few
things to ponder over. For example, why that Legalist didn't kill him? If he wasn't bluffing
(and Liam felt that he wasn't) and was ready to sacrifice a hostage, he could have easily
shot Liam outright. And if he was bluffing, he could have shot him after. Liam got cold
inside, as he imagined what would have happened, if his instinct had failed him.
Maybe it was the remains of Ministers’ teachings, but Liam believed that a man is driven
by one desire. Yes, Liam dismissed many things which he was taught, but the truth of this
principle was proven every time he met with various people. And it was valuable too – if
you know that “one desire” of a person, that person is yours. If you know what one
fundamentally believes in, you can predict any of that one's actions. If you persuade a
man that you can help him to reach his goal – he will do anything you ask for.
So, what do Legalists want? Some of them want power. Other want order – just an order,
so you can live and not be afraid that someone will attack you in a dark alley. Liam met
both types. And he knew one thing for sure – they deal shortly with criminals. And if a
criminal was caught in an act, if he could be dangerous, then there was nothing,
absolutely nothing, which would stop that Legalist to kill a bastard on the spot. Either to
prove power of authority or to restore the order.
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But 
in Liam's current predicament this was
not the case. This Legalist chains Liam,
escorts him here and puts him behind bars. He orders his subordinates not to take an eye
from the prisoner. He scares the hell out of them, telling how the prisoner would escape if
they so much as blink and it wasn't actually an incorrect assumption. Why to even take
such risk? To make a show trial? To make a show execution? It was foolish.
And this lamppost Legalist was anyone but a fool. Even when that Minister wanted to help
his apprentice, the Legalist instantly understood that Liam can snap this man’s neck the
moment he comes near them. But, if he didn't want to risk the Minister's life, why was his
tone like he would shoot him himself if the Minister ever moves? Ministers of the Ancients
always supported the law and complied with it. Or the law supported and complied with
them. Anyway Liam had only ever been in a couple of big cities, but he could never
imagine that Ministers and Legalists can be so hostile to each other. But then again, if that
was the case here, why had this Legalist not done anything? 
He could have.
In fact, if this
Legalist liked to diminish the Minister population in the city, he had a good opportunity
today. 
Liam would do all the work for him if he just got out of the way 
.
The pondering was interrupted by some disturbance in the room. The official apparently
finished his paperwork and now was collecting his stuff from the table. At the other table,
in the far corner of the room, were sitting several Legalists and they were talking in a low
voice. Their attention was focused on something glowing in the dark corner. When Liam
looked hard and realized what it was, he became roundeyed. Well, he actually had heard
about these things – the boxes with a side which could show images from the past,
images from afar, or some other weird pictures. 
These were known
only in legends or fairy
tales. Ok, maybe one could find these things in reality, in some Keepers' of Memory vault.
But seeing such device just standing in Legalists’ guardhouse?! It was unbelievable.
Liam tried to listen harder. And understood a little. That Legalists were waiting for
something. Apparently the box, which was showing only a mishmash now, was set to work
at an exact time. And it was due to show something exiting. The Outsider made out the
word “stake” a couple of times, and a phrase “that was total screw...” apparently about
some of the former events.
Liam was nearly standing at the bars, but sat back on the bunk. It wasn't the time. Later he
could learn about what's going on between the Legalists and Ministers. Later he might
figure out the meaning of this miracle of tech. But only if he could escape. So he must use
any opportunity. The senior Legalist is not here now, and those blockheads completely
forgot about their prisoner. Liam only has to wait until what his guards are waiting for to
begin...
There was an awfully loud noise, which was followed by equally awful and almost equally
loud curses. One of the Legalists did something to the box and noise stopped.
−

Screw you! Does anyone in the City Council do anything useful?! — another
Legalist tossed a remark to the official, who was standing near (seemingly
hesitating to sit with the others) and was also watching at the box. — Or
paperscrewing is all, what you can do? If there will be no sound for the next
Contest, I'll deal with technicians personally. And try to say something about the
sphere of competence then!

The official said nothing. And seemingly the Legalist was not interested in the answer. He
was completely in what was happening in the box. It was interesting indeed. Mishmash on
the box side changed from complete chaos into some pattern. Then the pattern became
clearer and some symbols appeared. Liam thought it was text, but he was too far away to
be sure. Then the picture flashed and changed into an image of a room.
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At this point Liam thought everyone was staring at the image and paying no attention to
the prisoner behind the bars. Initially, the absence of sound was bothering him, but soon
the voices of the Legalists became so exited and loud, that they easily compensated for
that. So Liam decided to begin.
The Legalists, who had seen Liam dealing with two young Ministers, were really scared of
him. And it served him well – they didn't want to be close to him for long, so their search
wasn't thorough enough. They had missed the nail and some other items, which can be
very useful for one who knows how to use them. Liam was the one.
He learned a long time ago, that contrary to the Teachings of the Ancients, pure faith
could help in real life much less than dirty tricks. Liam had used the very first opportunity
to learn 
lockpicking
by various means at hand. Not that he was a good student though –
this lock took him a long time. So long, that he was afraid he might not finish before the
end of the show.
From time to time Liam glanced at the box. On it's side he saw some rooms. They were
shown from one point, then from another. There were people there. They were in similar
clothing – all in one rather weird but seemingly practical style. And each had a mask with
some strange pattern.
Liam caught only separate moments. Other times he was so focused on picking the lock
and on watching to make sure the Legalists hadn’t turned, so he was just not perceiving
the pictures in the box.
Only one time, when he heard cries: “No! No! Where are you going?! They will get you...”,
he paid attention to the box which was showing a closeup of a man, who was shaking like
he was seeing the Devil himself. The Legalists were discussing this excitingly and
continuously turned to each other. So Liam had to return to his bunk and wait until it was
over.
At last the lock was opened. Liam carefully moved the door and slipped out. It was a
pause in the show after some tense moment and the Legalists again discussed
something.
−

... not so loud about the stakes. Higherups don't approve.

−

It's all right. It's only Mak. He is somewhat dotty in this matter really. He doesn't
even watch Contests, ever.

−

It's what you think. “Only Mak” was back then. Now all Seniors look awry at
gambling. They kinda don't like half of salary to go to bookmakers.

−

Half? No way. I for one never...

And at that moment door, which Liam wasn't holding anymore, squeaked. One Legalist
reluctantly tore himself away from the show and took a glance at the prisoner’s cell.
However his attention was still with what was happening in the box, so his thoughts were
rather slow. It was Liam's last chance. He ran to the exit and at the doors stumbled upon
Mak, who just returned from the patrol.
−

What a heck? — it was all he was able to say before he got a winder.

The escapee didn't have a wish or any time to really harm the Legalist. 
Liam took the
surprised moment and moved fast, he chopped the back of Mak's head and rendered him
unconscious.
He spent only a few seconds to steal the Legalist's gun. And then ran out.
Liam continued to run along the street, and only at that moment begun to think – where
should he go? Of course his goal was to find the Ministers of the Ancients, but where? He
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heard a sound of the chase behind him and ran faster. A few moments later he heard
shots and some bullets swished past him, so Liam left the wide street and ran through
some narrow lanes turning without thinking.
The further he ran, the more questionable, or better to say foolish, his plan began to look.
He didn't know the city, the Legalists were numerous and surely had whistlers among the
locals. All he could hope for – his gut feeling, which just might lead him to some
abandoned area, where he could hide. After all such areas were in all big cities and it
would be a waste of time for the lawyers to search them at night.
Liam slowed down and tried to listen. The sound of the chase was afar, so maybe he
shook them after all. In this case he just needed to find a shelter to rest a bit. He looked
around, trying to figure out where he was. There was a light nearby, but only in a couple of
windows. Could it be a border of an abandoned area?
Liam was going to begin the search for shelter, but decided to recheck that he wasn't
being followed. Just to be sure. And he was right to do so. Just when he looked back from
around the corner he saw a figure moving along the lane. A man was walking rather fast,
but surprisingly quietly. He definitely wasn't the Legalist, but he definitely followed him.
Liam watched him carefully, trying not to show himself. It appeared that the man was
alone.
−

Damn, you are fast! — The Senior Minister said only after the moment he turned
around the corner and came face to face with his enemy. — I barely caught up with
you. And only because you made a wrong turn several times and made a long way
around. — He was just talking. Acting like before him wasn't standing the murderer
of two of his apprentices.

−

So, are you trying to commit some sort of suicide now?

−

No. I was going to tell you about your sister. And don't stare at me like that. I had to
learn about the reason so many people are dead for, hadn't I? — The Minister's
voice became gloomy, but there was a hint of irony in it. — It looks, that you blame
us for what cruelties we do. Meanwhile killing a lot of people around. Tell me, did
you kill the Legalists that guarded you?

−

It's none of your business! — shouted Liam, but then quickly added. — No, I didn't.

−

Just don't think it lessens your sins considerably. It is written: “Judge and you'll be
judged”. And for the looks of it you became quite a judge for anyone you meet.
Those, whom you don't like, you kill. Those...

−

I'll kill you right now if you won't stop your preachings! — Liam put his gun to the
Minister's head. — If you indeed know something about my sister, speak now. Or
else...

Liam caught a movement in the corner of his eye. Of course. Liam should have known
better than to think the Minister was alone. And this time this was no meddling apprentice.
Still it didn't matter. They didn't know what he was capable of. If the Minister knew whom
he was chasing, he would bring an army of followers. One partner didn't stand a chance.
Liam decided to get this over with. He flung his hand with the gun aside simultaneously
pulling the trigger. Very few men could even see this move. And no man was fast enough
to deflect or catch his hand. Noone in the world had strength to pinch a wrist in a way to
make him drop the gun, being unable to shoot first.
But then from the ground, where his arm being twisted forced him to go, Liam saw how
the Minister picks a gun. The very gun which had fallen from Liam’s hand when the
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stranger twisted his arm in an impossible move. And he understood that this was the end.
However, instead of putting a gun to Liam’s head, the Minister pointed it at a shadow of
the one, who was holding Liam.
−

Listen to me! You must know this and remember at all costs... — the Minister bent
to Liam, and his voice trembled. Whoever he was aiming at was scaring him like
hell. But the Minister continued to speak. To tell Liam something, that was most
important thing to his life. — You must find your sister. And when you do – ask her,
what she saw. What made her...

And suddenly the Minister writhed and fell on the ground. Then the world around Liam
went spinning and the lights went out
***
When Liam came to his senses, he realized where he was almost instantly. He still
remembered what he had seen in the miraclebox quite vividly. He even had a bit of regret
about not paying more attention to what was going on there. But that didn't matter. What
did matter was, if he understood the Minister correctly, that his sister was somewhere
here. He only had to find her. No matter what he would find her, and after that they'll get
out of here.

Liam didn't know yet, that the walls and traps in the labyrinths were not the only means to
keep prisoners inside the Citadel.
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